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Premises and motivation of the study for the creation of the scientific research 

project (PhD Thesis) entitled "Elements of investigation and interpretation on the crime 

scene of the main biological traces of human nature” 

 

The project has as purpose the development of the knowledge on finding the truth by 

interpreting the technical and scientific traces existing on the crime scene, by pursuing the 

improvement of the legislation in the field and the presentation of alternative - trail solutions 

regarding the way of finding the truth by interpreting a special category of traces on the crime 

scene and namely the biological traces of human nature, particularly the blood, sperm, saliva, 

hairs, osteological, odontological and nail traces.  

The topic chosen for the scientific research project is just of present interest, the 

biological traces of human nature representing a branch frequently used in the forensic research. 

Everyday realities show us that most of the crimes committed by violence leave on the crime 

scene material evidence of what has happened, but the insufficient training in the field of those 

investigating the place of committed offenses of a criminal nature, as well as the lack of certain 

materials of strict necessity in discovering and revealing the categories of traces existing on the 

crime scene makes the "voice of the traces" to be not heard and seen by both the investigators 

and those dealing with the subsequent activity of finding the truth, sometimes being caused 

serious judicial errors with irreversible consequences both for the person involved and for 

society.  

Nowadays, when we witness the competition between lawyers and criminalists, on one 

hand, and criminals on the other, when the benefits of a system that pretends to be democratic 

and the most benefit is of those in the delinquency area, many questions come also about the way 

of training the magistrates, investigators and specialists in forensic.
1
  

Investigation objectives 

The paper will be focused on a series of objectives listed and argued below, by an 

interdisciplinary methodology, specific to practical and applied sciences. The importance of the 

theme lies in the difficulties encountered in practice due to lacunar legislation and different 

doctrinal opinions, as well as non-unitary jurisprudence.  

     The research project aims to the following objectives:   

 Documentation on the current state of knowledge in the field, as well as the theoretical 

analysis of the interpretation concerning the biological traces of the human body;  

 Research on the published judicial practice; 

 Performing of experiments to document the probable conclusions; 

                                                             
1
 Stancu, Emilian, Treaty of Forensics, 5th Edition revised and added, Universul Juridic P.H., Bucharest, 2010, pp.8. 



 Identification of the difficulties encountered in practice in applying the legislation in the 

field; 

 Development of novelty character solutions and obtaining of elements and points of view 

regarding the problems and difficulties encountered in the field of practice relevant to this 

field; 

 Publishing the research results at a prestigious publishing house. 

 

 

Presentation of the scientific research project (PhD Thesis): 

 

Most of investigators and specialists in the field of forensics and medicine have 

investigated and presented
 2
, in their specialized works, especially the traces of blood, sperm, 

saliva and hair, considering them as the most important traces created by the human body, both 

because of the information they provide and the large number of cases in which they are present 

at the scene of committing a crime. 

From the point of view of Forensic science, all the biological traces related to the victim, 

perpetrator, or crime scene are important to the same extent, whether they are of human or non-

human nature. The most important biological traces discovered on the crime scene are those 

present in the everyday life. A biological trace rarely encountered in the criminal area, but 

present in jurisprudence, may be of a special importance for the investigation, giving it a new 

course. 

  We are in the age of great genetic discoveries where new methods and means of 

identifying the biological traces can be highlighted in practice. If so far most of the specialized 

works have shown that biological traces can assure a group identification only, the 

unprecedented development of the technique, first of all of the technique related to the research 

of human genotype, the discovery of new materials and technologies have led, logically , to the 

change of perception over the probative capacities of biological traces, placing them among the 

accepted evidence and increasingly used by justice for the individual identification of the  

presumptive suspects. 

Paradoxically, the more modern man benefits from technology, the more his anxiety 

grows, he/she becoming aware of his power over the matter, but at the same time realizing 

                                                             
2  In this sense, Stancu, Emilian, Treaty of Forensics, 6th Edition revised and added, Publishing House 

Universul Juridic, Bucharest, 2015, pp. 157-186; Popa, Ghe., Forensic Technique-University Course, Pro 

Universitaria Publishing House, Bucharest, 2008, pp. 168 - 182; Belis, V., Bărbării, L., ‖Judicial Genetics, From 

Theory to Practice”, Ed. Medical. Bucharest, 2007; Neagoş, D., Bohilţea, L., Creţu, R., Anton, M., Practical 

Human Genetics, Medical Publishing House, Bucharest, 2012; Covic, M., Ştefănescu, D., Sandovici, I., Gonduza, 

V.E., Medical Genetics, Third Edition fully revised and added, Polirom Publishing House, Iaşi, 2017 

 



his/her social inability. An achievement of forensic - a consequence of the science development - 

is that criminals' chances of evading the justice are less and less. However, it is hard to believe – 

being known the complexity of the human nature - that something or someone could stop this 

disease of the society, and namely the crime. 

The truth is only one and, in order to find it, the legal bodies call for scientific methods 

and means among them being also those of the experts in the different fields, most of them 

belonging to the Forensic Science and Medicine. Each conclusion has a particular provable value 

and in the performing of the scientific act the experts should resort to the complete research of 

the study material, using all the investigation means that they have available. 

Being susceptible of scientific evaluation, biological evidences use scientific laws, so, the 

investigator work being prolonged by that of the specialist. For the permanent increase of the 

pertinent and conclusive coefficient of biological evidence, the legislator resorts to experts 

closed also to the legal spirit, able to remove the gaps resulting from the inconclusiveness of the 

biological sample, as in the process of passing from eventuality to certainty it cannot be ignored 

the scientific fact
3
. 

In this process of use of scientific means, both specialists (physicians, biologists, 

criminalists, etc.) as well as the lawyers must know both the limits and the value of the biological 

evidence, ensuring the objective assessment of the evidence and their correct administration. 

Specialists are required to make available to the lawyer the results of their research 

whether they are certain or, due to the limits of the science at that time, means of work or the 

quality of the biological material given for study, they can issue scientific assumptions only, 

which the lawyer can corroborate with the other means of proof in order to arrive at a final 

conclusion
4
. 

  In the elaboration of this paper I will start from the premise that biological evidences - 

anatomically speaking - belonging to a species, whether human or not, cannot be denied as not 

belonging to it. If walking and writing can be simulated, if papillary prints can be circumvented 

by dermal protection or surgery, the genetic code, information contained in everything meaning 

biological evidence, seems to be the only print that can really identify an individual. 

Through this work I will try to present the stage that humanity has reached presently 

concerning the research of biological traces of human nature and to make available to the future 

lawyers a repertoire that is not exhaustive, especially in the conditions by which such a vast 

subject could not be exhausted in a simple scientific work. I have to mention, however, that my 

attempt to create this project opened to me new horizons and confronted me with some questions 

that I had to look for an answer - without claiming definitive judgment on the approached issue – 

                                                             
3
Scripcaru, Ghe and  collab., Medicine and Law, Junimea Publishing House, Iaşi, 1979, pp. 18-24 

4
 Idem, quoted works, pp.20 



able to satisfy, even partially, the lector's desire to seek answers himself, to confirm, or refute, 

the conclusions I have reached. The starting point of this work was the observation that, although 

each specialty develops in depth the part that belongs to it, in the research of biological traces of 

human nature, the lawyer is the one that has to possess all the information that other sciences 

offer, using them within the Forensics framework, thus achieving a profound interdisciplinary 

character. 

Hence the necessity of continuous existence and improvement of a body of legal 

specialists, but also of policemen, to support the justice and especially to use all their skill and 

experience in combating  the social evil, everything starting with the finding out the truth.
5
 

The lawyer should not think that for a certain biological trace of human nature, such as 

blood, for example, has a fixed number of questions to answer, always the research of a trace has 

to be dynamically thought, and the questions about it must follow all the possibilities of response 

and to take into account the knowledge accumulated and communicated by the scientific 

community regarding the researched matter. As a rule, specialists in the fields of private science 

fields (medicine, physics, chemistry, biology, etc.) answer the questionnaire (resolution or 

ordinance) which is made available to them by the investigator. They have no the obligation of 

creativity and the formulation of answers to the questions that have not been asked. Therefore, it 

is important for the lawyer to know as much as possible from the openings and opportunities 

offered by an exact science, to be aware of the limits of the analytical research of the evidence in 

order to be able to formulate questions accordingly. This does not mean that the lawyer needs to 

know in detail the technical means, substances and methods used by the researcher in the field of 

particular sciences, but also to do not ignore his training as a complex specialist, equipped with a 

bag of knowledge of a general nature that gives him the possibility to formulate correct and as 

much as possible different questions, intended to lead him to find the truth. 

  The lawyer, without being directly involved in the analysis of a trace, may cause the 

analyst researcher to obtain answers by knowing or assuming that he/she would know the final 

purpose of the laboratory expertise. 

  I am fully aware that the field of Forensics is far from having exhausted all the 

possibilities of acquiring knowledge and techniques of investigation in the field of private 

sciences, that the private sciences that is indissolubly related to human creativity have not 

reached a limit of sufficiency, these being able to offer further new perspectives for the 

development and improvement of the Forensics. Forensics and legal medicine, although 

independent, cannot exist as separate entities - both of them being subordinated to the same 

social purpose: scientific substantiation, above any doubt, of the act of justice.  

                                                             
5
 Stancu, Emilian,  Treaty of Forensics , Edition VI, reviewed and added,  Universul Juridic Publishing House, Bu, 
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            The research project had as aim a number of objectives listed and argued below by an 

interdisciplinary methodology, specific to the field of forensics, criminal proceedings law, but 

also of the community law. The importance of the theme lies in the difficulties encountered in 

practice because of the lack of national legislation and different doctrinal opinions, as well as of 

non-unitary jurisprudence. 

 The solutions promoted are realistic and are based on the current state of knowledge and 

on the effective results of the research work carried out by the undersigned. The realization of 

the project mainly involves a thorough documentation and consequently the access to a large 

number of papers (magazines, courses, treaties, monographs, etc. published in the country and 

abroad) in order to deepen the knowledge in the field. The objectives, the activities related to 

each objective - target and the duration intended to carry out each individual activity and project 

as a whole are functionally conceived, the results being predictable and valuable.  

 

Research activities that have been carried out: 

- Analysis of the current state of knowledge in the reference field; 

- Experimenting  certain categories of biological traces, and especially traces of blood, 

saliva, sperm; 

- Presentation of scientific communications at national and with  international participation 

sessions; 

- Development of a monograph for publication in a prestigious publishing house. 

 

Methodology of research 

Depending on the work done, the working methodology varies. Thus, for the activities of 

acquiring new knowledge in matter of identification the crime scene traces, I will use the method 

of thorough and comparative documentation of the positive experience of forensic specialists in 

accordance with the legislation in the field of reference as well as the relevant doctrine. The 

analysis of national and international law rules will assume the use of the following methods: 

1. the logical method of legal research - as a sum of the specific procedures, techniques and 

methodological and gnoseological operations that highlight the structure and dynamics of the 

relationships between the components of the legal system existing in a society at the time of 

project-specific analysis carrying out;  

2. the historical method of analyzing the national law in the field covered by the project, since 

the law, by its essence, follows the way of evolution of the human society, mirroring its level of 

development. Equally, this method reflects the permanencies of the legal concepts analyzed 

their constants over several longer historical stages, thus giving us the opportunity to emphasize 

the importance of knowing these legal norms; 



3. the comparative method of legal inquiry, which will observe the four rules of legal 

comparison: 

a. compares what is comparable (affirmative or contrasting) in the matter of concepts used 

by the legislation and doctrine of positive science applied to forensic science; 

b. the comparison should always be made in the legal context in which the compared legal 

institutions fall; 

c. the comparison should analyze all the experiments carried out by the undersigned with 

reference to the approached subject, from the compared legal systems;  

d. the comparison should also analyze the evolution over time of the compared notions, in 

their process of evolution and application in other states. 

Also, the comparison, as a method used to find common points for defining the concepta 

generally accepted in the field under investigation, will observe the rule of the three logical terms 

used in the analysis: comparatum, comparandum, tertium comparationis, as a higher common 

result, coming from the analysis of compared institutions and applicable to all systems submitted 

to analysis.  

4. Depending on the other activities, I will use specific methods of synthesizing the documentary 

information obtained from the sources that the project offers as well as the classification of this 

information in order to obtain pertinent and comparable models during the acquiring of results 

within the project. The project should create, as far as possible, typologies for approaching the 

studied phenomena, as well as to develop new directions for analyzing the strategy in the field of 

forensics. 

5. For a better analysis of the main biological traces of human nature and other specific elements 

of them we have used the qualitative and quantitative method of determining certain types of 

content, as well as the laboratory experimental method,   in order to invalidate or confirm certain 

solutions. 

The results expected further to the research activity proposed by this project are necessary 

for a better understanding and unitary application both of legislation and other normative acts 

applicable in this field, on one hand, and the alignment of these national regulations to those 

existing at European and international level. The realization of the project assumes mainly a 

thorough documentation and, as a consequence, access to a large number of works (magazines, 

courses, monographs, etc.) in order to deepen the knowledge in this field, as well as practical 

activities carrying out in order to document and apply those received during the documentation 

activity. The activities related to each objective and the duration intended for each individual 

activity and the project as a whole are functionally conceived, the results being unpredictable and 

valuable as follows: 

In the first chapter, which I called " General considerations regarding the forensic 

interpretation of traces crime scene", I approached the conceptual problem of interpretation (in 

general), the principles governing the substance of the interpretation, making reference 



especially to the concept of forensic interpretation, starting from the concept of trace, from the 

role and place of forensic interpretation of traces as the main means of evidence in finding the 

judicial truth, and in particular arriving at the information that can be obtained by the 

interpretation of the different categories of traces created by the human body and discovered on 

the crime scene such as the interpretation of traces left by the upper and lower limbs of man, lips, 

ear, nose and other parts of the human face and body. 

In the Chapter II, entitled "Forensic and procedural criminal aspects regarding the 

investigation on the crime scene" I approached the whole set of problems of the investigation on 

the crime scene, law aspects concerning the chosen theme. I further emphasized the importance 

of starting from the current legal regulations, existing in the Romanian legislation, standards and 

procedures that meet the domestic and international legislation, and ending with some 

comparative knowing the notion of trace, its transformation into an evidence or proof means, its 

administration, and its role in finding real and useful data for knowing the truth. Step by step I 

analyzed the opportunity of studying biological traces of human nature, specifically referring to 

such main traces, as a signification and necessity of their study and subsequent interpretation. 

Chapter III, entitled " Elements of biological identification and subdivisions serving to 

the classification of biologic traces of human nature", is dedicated to a brief history of the study 

of biological traces of human nature, the beginnings of the field study, I have delimited and 

showed the main branches of study for the judiciary biology from the perspective of the forensic 

medicine defining the existing mutations in the DNA that lead to the person's individualization 

from genetic point of view. 

"Sources of the biological traces of human nature‖ approached in the Chapter IV will 

provide an overview of the main sources of biological traces specific to the human organism, 

defining, arguing and delimiting the cell, tissues and other fluids of the human body as the main 

source of DNA extraction. 

Chapter V ―Forensic technical and tactical activities of searching, discovering, revealing 

and fixing the main biological traces of human nature” brings to light the search, discovery and 

correct processing of biological traces of human nature on the crime scene, including their 

highlighting, packing, sealing and transport of these evidence materials. In this chapter I tried 

also to determine the individualization of the traces by specific tests, explaining as main 

criterion, confirmation or invalidation of evidence means by tests of probability or confirmation. 

Chapter VI entitled "Identification of the main biological traces of human nature. 

Typology of the investigation of the main biological traces of human nature" makes  possible the 

connection between  the investigation on the crime scene and the material evidence mean, 

classifying the traces left by the human body, and also making possible to fit the biological traces 

of human nature into the great class of traces, indicating individual methods of finding, 

highlighting and examination, establishing by concrete technical means of identification the 

certainty of being or not a biological evidence of human nature. In this chapter, I set up the first 

concrete methods of interpreting the main biological traces, preliminary interpretation carried out 

empirically at the place where a criminal offense was committed. 

 



Chapter VII, named "Modern laboratory analysis methods for the biological traces of 

human nature" is dedicated to the personalization and exploitation of biological traces of human 

nature seen through the perspective of the practitioners, by exploiting the main biological traces 

of human nature through laboratory analysis and extracting the DNA by specific amplification 

methods and techniques, the main means of  evidence  that can incriminate or consider innocent 

a person.  

Chapter VIII, "Appreciation of the provable value of biological traces created by the 

human body and their use as relevant evidences in the criminal trial", I have shown importance 

to the use of biological traces of human nature in the Romanian jurisprudence by exploiting them 

through expertise and interpretation reports drawn up by specialists with specific training in this 

field. There are also detailed the documents drawn up during the investigation on the crime 

scene, the administration of the rules of evidence in the criminal case, the use of the  conclusion 

results issued by specialists and experts in this field, the exploitation of the main means of 

probing the human biological traces, and namely the extraction of the DNA profile, by 

delimitating  the study object of judicial genetics, an important aspect through the applicability, 

interpretation and individualization factor of the person. I  have shown in procedural terms the 

steps to be taken in making such of evidence materials, the elements taken into consideration by 

the experts and specialists in this field, models for results substantiation, but also the limits, traps 

and vulnerabilities of DNA evidences. 

The last chapter of the study, entitled " International cooperation in the field of genetic 

testing as well as the main automatic systems for the identification and exploitation of biological 

traces of human nature", brings to date the international cooperation in this matter as well as the 

main means of cooperation, and namely the databases.  

The end of the work is dedicated to the presentation of the conclusions and formulation of 

certain proposals on the problems and difficulties encountered in the area of pertinent practice in 

the field. 

Final conclusions and proposals 

This project has initiated a research on the problems that practitioners encounter in the 

practice related to  the creation and management of an important category of evidence means, 

and namely the biological traces created by the human body, means of evidence that are 

considered the "0" evidence, the beginning of all the criminal acts involving the human person as 

well as difficulties in the forensic interpretation of these traces and provable elements  both at the 

place of committing the crimes  and subsequently, in the vast process of finding out the truth in 

the criminal cases and holding liable the perpetrator. The current difficult relationship between 

law and science is in contrast to the intimate historical association between the two panels of 

civilization. 

Significant interaction between sciences, with particular reference to the connection of 

forensic science (legal-medicine) and legal science, is not a fruit of imagination, a new concept. 



Indeed, the relationships between the fundamental fields of the science, law, religion and 

philosophy have given birth to Western civilization6 from which we are also a part. 

In spite of this, researchers have been criticized over time for planting and cultivating that 

inclination to continue to give importance to the autonomous quality of scientific thinking to the 

detriment of the connections between the intellect, the social and political life of the time they 

were in. It was suggested the idea that the disciples would not break out of the existing social 

relationships and suggested by the master, as it would be detrimental to a comprehensive and 

penetrating understanding in a particular branch of research. 

The interaction between science and law can be dated so that it can be reached up to the 

Neolithic age, located between 9000 BC and 3000 BC.7 . This historical period is less well 

known, but it can draw the attention to the fact that during that period certain state organizations 

were created, animals were domesticated and plant cultivation started, writing and technology 

developed, the first judicial events occurred on the background of the trade, the medical sciences 

and astronomy developed, which made possible the first interactions between the scientific and 

legal science fields. 

Astronomers have been the scientific pioneers of the Neolithic era and the first that 

demonstrated the interaction between science and law. 8 These first scientists have been 

meticulous in recording their own astral observations, and from their recorded data the concept 

of calendar was born. Continuous observations of the tides and the structure of the astronomical 

universe served as the place of birth of the idea of order, and consequently of the law and order. 

The idea was taken over and transmitted over generations, and in the seventeenth century 

appeared major scientific contributions, under the patronage of Copernicus, Galileo, Newton, 

Boyle and others that have changed the way by which the world was viewed and what methods 

have been more suitable for finding the truth, changing particularly the thinking processes of the 

whole world. Scientific development has been materialized also in the England of the 

seventeenth century, when law and science have come to the same two great scientific 

paradigms: the need for systematic employment and presentation of existing data in scientifically 

organized groups and, more pertinently, increasing the awareness both in the spheres of science 

and law, for the probability of truth, not for its certainty9. The search for absolute truth has thus 

been replaced by probabilistic hypotheses and evaluation of evidence in order to obtain the truth 

beyond any suspicion 10. 
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 Wecht, C. H., Rago, J.T., Forensic sciences and  law. Investigative application in criminal, civil and family justice, 

Editura Boca Raton, CRC Press, 2006, pp.3. 
7
 Wecht and Rago, 2006, op. cit., pp.5. 

8
 ibidem 

 
9
 Shapiro, B.J., Law and sciences in seventeenth-century England, Stanford Law Review vol. 21, nr. 4, 196, pp.730. 

10
 Shapiro, B. J., op.cit.,pp.727. 



From a study of the way of judgment used in the criminal and judicial trials, it seems that, 

subject to some differences and adjustments, the logical interferences and probability 

determinations are common both in the legal and other sciences. 

To the extent to which the science progressively infiltrated society, the role of forensic 

and medico-legal specialists in criminal investigations has become more pronounced, with 

specialists and experts being called upon to provide "... information to answer to important 

questions for investigators and courts.‖11 . Due to the fact that information provided by the 

forensic specialists and experts is transmitted in the form of opinions transcribed in a report, a 

logical reasoning should be pursued that could lead to such conclusions. Inductive reasoning is 

most likely suitable to lead to the formation of experts' opinions because "... it is the process of 

reasoning extracted from a set of observations in an incomplete knowledge framework‖12, and 

the examination of the evidence from forensic point of view is limited to the incomplete data that 

the expert (specialist) has about the facts of a case. 

Induction is argued based on some probabilities and is not necessary, the clear attempts 

and conclusions for proving an argument suggest that the probabilities are true. They form 

generalizations of the bodies existing in fact, creating new knowledge as they are accomplished, 

but remaining incapable of guaranteeing the correctness of the conclusions. The inductive 

argument is closely related to the scientific method in that the reliability and accuracy of 

interferences, observations, and generalizations depend to a large extent on the human quality13. 

In addition, the scientific method is responsible for testing these observations and interferences 

created by the investigator in order to ensure its effectiveness  14. While the induction is relatively 

simple, it cannot be invulnerable to alleged sources of error. Personal problems, prejudices, 

fanaticism in forensic and medico-legal science implicitly can lead to erroneous conclusions. For 

example, although the DNA evidences are effective and have an almost infallible proving value 

mistakes have been made in the process of drawing conclusions from the existing data15. 

Advancements achieved over the years in forensic science have been particularly slow, 

the legislator being not interested in applying the technical conquests that revolutionized the 

society. However, in the last 40 years there has been an explosion in the application of 

innovative techniques across this field of identifying and holding liable the persons who have 

committed antisocial offences, both in the field of classical forensics - dactyloscopy, traceology, 

ballistics, technical examination of documents, graphoscopy - by introducing other new detection 
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systems (use of computerized systems, new appeared techniques and innovations), as well as in 

the so-called medical forensics and namely in the medico-legal field. 

Major research took place in the 19
th

 century, which led to the revolution of medical 

sciences and, implicitly, of the medico-legal sciences. The ABO blood groups, discovered at the 

beginning of the 20
th
 century has made possible to open new perspectives on the knowledge of 

the human body, by developing this field and succeeding in the beginning of the 21
st
 century to 

be around 36 blood groups, also to be discovered a wide variety of proteins and enzymes, some 

of them useful in identifying people or in other medico-legal activities.  

The great variability of genetic polymorphisms has made possible for forensic science to 

provide a strong support for the fulfillment of the act of justice, these being able to formulate 

conclusions on the possibility to determine whether DNA from a suspect coincides with the 

DNA found on the crime scene where there were committed the antisocial offenses. 

The study of DNA polymorphisms has made significant changes in the methods of 

approaching the biological evidences, even though two samples from which the DNA profile has 

been extracted still have in its content a Bayesian, probabilistic, rather than safe, certain 

identification. Gradually the probability is scattered, and its place is taken by the certainty of 

identification by increasingly using genetic markers that are unique at the individual level. Thus, 

a person can be relieved of liability and removed from the suspected circle by creating a DNA 

profile (95%) but above the percentage increases by using other loci of the SNP Polymark 

System (99.9%), if through examinations and analyzes is reached the conclusion that the DNA 

profile created on the basis of biologic traces taken on the crime scene does not coincide with the 

DNA profile extracted from certain determined samples. 

Although in this work I specify the current and future state of carrying out the DNA 

profiles, the work should not be interpreted as casting doubt on their reliability and validity as it 

is currently done. My predictions are based on the assumption that science is evolving and new 

ways and methods of improving them will be sought. 

Automation methods are evolving; the increasing of production, speed and reliability of 

DNA analysis methods will allow the emergence of new portable, miniature analysis devices that 

will be able to conduct examinations directly at the crime scene, which will lead to increased 

operability, quick capture and criminal prosecution of the perpetrators. 

Analysis methods will improve, so the analysis through STRs, which has proved to be 

reliable in most of the forensic laboratories in the developed countries, will need to be expanded 

globally, forensic laboratories following to adopt soon this technique, which will become the 

main procedure to carry out the DNA profile of the next decade. Other systems, such as SNPs, 

Alu sequences, mtDNA and Y chromosome DNA, will continue to develop as secondary 

techniques of STRs analysis or its supplement. Techniques for manipulating small quantities of 

DNA or that are seriously degraded will improve, especially the technique by conducting the 



mtDNA analysis profile, which will play a particularly important role in the discovery of truth in 

the difficult cases of the justice. 

The databases containing DNA profiles of convicted perpetrators will be expanded and 

coordinated across all European Union member states as well as across the all countries of the 

world. Comparisons in such databases will be feasible and very useful, being dependent on the 

financial part that helps to the implementation of such global project. 

Perhaps, in the future, an increasing number of suspects will be identified by the help of 

DNA profiles through database searches, the statistical interpretation being difficult, especially 

because the future databases containing genetic profiles will include population representatives 

as a whole and less those that were convicted. 

In addition, the evidence means based on the setting of DNA profile of persons who have 

committed criminal offenses made possible the increasing of the standards regarding the validity 

and acceptability in the court, sometimes this evidence being not available, and also being not 

subject to errors and misinterpretations. Even when these are properly interpreted, the DNA 

evidence may, depending on the circumstances of the case, have no significant provable value. 

Currently, DNA evidence is not unbeatable as it was suggested to be. Step by step, has 

begun to emerge in the legal scientific communities the idea that this Achilles heel forensic 

instrument has its own limitations and vulnerabilities16. Therefore, it is a must according to 

which the persons called upon to judge a case of criminal nature to have a high degree of 

continuous training and education regarding evidence means having genetic bases and DNA 

profile in particular, a degree supported by recognized specialists and experts in this field. We 

can recognize a paradox regarding those called to judge in criminal cases, and namely that the 

lack of certain scientific information makes the use of court specialists to be a necessity, but this 

does not solve the problem of understanding the mechanisms that formed the basis of the 

creating factor of the evidence found on the crime scene or created by laboratory sampling by 

them. Unfortunately, the equality between arms ceases once the courts should have to examine 

certain forensic and medical evidence that should pass the test of admissibility17. 

Black and collaborators have the opinion that judges can and should improve their 

scientific knowledge and the only way to achieve this is to learn from practitioners in the field 

how and in what way scientists evaluate themselves the scientific claims of the courts. In 

addition, he suggests that despite the debates due to different admissibility tests, an important 

issue is the willingness of the courts to request and carry out meticulous and active examinations 
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of the evidence. Murphy18, referring to the failure of the Daubert System to make any real change 

due to the reliability of traditional and legal forensic evidence, warns that the factors responsible 

for taking all measures necessary for the admissibility of evidence and determining untested or 

false ones make that these solutions to be inadequate to protect the most robust and complex 

scientific means of evidence, such as DNA. 

I must strongly argue that both areas, forensic science and law, called to bring light to the 

judicial truth, are in imperfect circumstances. Meetings with practitioners of both spheres of 

activity have shown me that by examining the literature available on this issue, the existing 

contacts between different researchers on both sides will lead to the improvement of law 

enforcement systems. That is why I allow myself to suggest some recommendations mainly 

related to the conclusions I have reached, emanated from my own conducted study, but also from 

the practice and jurisprudence existing at the level of the national and international courts. 

The explosion of discoveries and advances made in the last decades in the scientific arena 

has given rise to a huge amount of progress, but this does not mean that they cannot be 

improved. Perhaps the most important aspect of advances achieved in forensic science is given 

by the fundamental and uninterrupted expansion of traditional medical-legal research in order to 

establish valid databases for these researches. While the research in the field of blood scatter 

matrix analysis has provided forensic science with a mathematical substantiation, more research 

is needed to determine whether this field of biological trace research can become a reliable and 

stable factor in generating valid evidence instead of remaining at the stage of a purely 

interpretative exercise. 

More than that, it would be irreconcilable to expect law practitioners and decision-makers 

to acquire extensive scientific knowledge without having more expectations from the forensic 

(and legal medicine) practitioners. Scientists (researchers, specialists, experts) who apply the 

information obtained from tertiary domains of natural sciences, physics or mathematics should 

be encouraged to continue and complete their specialized training, thus creating an 

organizational research culture necessary for the field of forensic science. Establishing a stand-

alone, regulatory, verification and standardization body for forensic science practitioners will be 

beneficial in formulating the standard procedures of proper operation for issues such as the crime 

scene investigation, performing different forensic analyzes, as well as putting in application 

certain international protocols to which Romania has adhered by conventions and treaties, but 

also regarding the ethics and deontology both in forensic investigations and studies, analyzes and 

reports issued by researchers, specialists and criminalists. 

The dilemmas associated with scientific and technical evidence can be adequately 

addressed only if due consideration is given to the motivation of using in court the witness 

testimony of the expert, and namely that of assisting judicial decision makers both on issues 
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beyond the field of common knowledge and on making decisions regarding certain admissibility. 

In this respect, despite the accusatory character of the Romanian criminal proceedings system, 

the criminal experts owe loyalty to the truth, as well as to the courts called upon to clarify the 

judicial truth and not of each of the parties being in dispute. 

Successful acceptance of evidence means coming from biological traces of human nature 

during the criminal proceedings is directly affected by the level of effectiveness of the collection 

and exploitation of evidence during the pre-trial phase of the judicial inquiry. The optimal use of 

the experts by those who make the allegations depends on the successful communication and 

cooperation of judicial police investigators within the Romanian Police, with forensic and legal 

medicine laboratories existing at the local or central level (Forensic Services, Inter-Judicial 

Forensic Laboratories) and the Public Ministry. New developments in science and technology 

field increase the potential for assistance that the prosecutors, in this case the accusation, can 

gain from this knowledge and can reduce the probability of an error in their decision and 

implicitly of a judicial error. 

Making available the scientific evidence is deeply rooted in the international law systems 

as well as in the Romanian legal system, but the idea of making them available to the defense 

remains in complete disagreement, although the law provides for it
19

. It can be said that, in order 

to be able to make available all the proof means, including those of the experts, the prosecutor 

should call for a forensic consultant, who will create a summary of all the evidences that arises in 

the respective criminal prosecution. If certain obligations of the experts are provided, regardless 

where they come from (making no distinction between the one appointed and that who is a 

party), the lack of cooperation or availability of provable issues, may deprive the act of judging, 

finding of judicial truth, rather than certain means of proof,  than trying to assist and educate the 

court decision-makers. This is why I formulate the opinion according to which it is necessary to 

add in the present criminal legislation the obligation by which the parties involved in the trial to 

have at least one meeting to analyze and evaluate the evidences (both in prosecution and 

defense), perhaps in the preliminary chamber and this way to be reached a prior agreement which 

relieves the parties involved in a long and lasting trial.  

Another possibility, though less probable, is that the appointment of experts and 

specialists is done in judicial research, thus being eliminated the suspicions related to their 

legality and impartiality. 

One of the most important and valuable considerations I suggest is the continuous 

training and development both of the experts and judicial and court decision-makers. In 

Romanian legislation, experts are formally obliged to be professionally trained or qualified in the 

specific sphere where they work, being only conditioned by the accumulation of specific 

experience at their workplace. Once with the advancement of science and technology engaged in 
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the settlement of criminal deeds, the opinion that forensic specialists and experts can rely on the 

experience and training acquired within the structure of the organization that they belong, will 

become dangerous. In order to support the growing needs for reliability and scientific validity, 

forensic specialists and experts will have to be trained as scientists first and then exposed to 

crime scenes or scenarios. This fact becomes vital to the extent to which must be improved the 

capacity to investigate the scene where some crimes were committed, being also necessary and 

compulsory the knowledge, understanding and mastering of the scientific methodologies both by 

the prosecutors and legal representatives of the parties and, of course, by the judicial decision-

makers. 

While the intense workload of law practitioners is likely to limit the intensive study of 

forensic science, it is advisable for prosecutors to be exposed to the new developments and 

scientific conquests, by the continuous reviewing of training methodologies and periodically 

offering workshops on forensic investigation topics, methodologies by which to be created also 

the future or present judicial police officers. Also, legal representatives acting on behalf of the 

accused person must assume the extraordinary responsibility to use this forensic knowledge, 

training and education opportunities being approximately the same at the level of the institutions 

within the postgraduate specialized education, the role that such higher education institutions 

could have in the justice being inexhaustible. 

Although at national and international level there are seminars and thematic conferences 

specific to forensic sciences, they do not focus on raising professional standards in a way that 

reflects the interdisciplinary nature of forensic sciences. Educational programs for the training of 

magistrates or lawyers regarding the principles and techniques applied in the criminal 

investigations should pay particular attention to aspects such as individualization related to 

identification, quality assurance, as well as the understanding of existing varieties in forensic 

sciences. Institutions that are required to create such specialists should undertake the task of 

conducting the in-depth research regarding the technical possibilities to investigate and expertise 

the evidences and proof means, as forensic sciences and related methodologies are in a damaged 

condition and present the most urgent needs for applied investigation and innovation. 

While attempting to improve the quality, validity, and accuracy of the evidence means it 

is necessary that the justice system to increase in any way its purpose, and namely to find out the 

truth and to prosecute those guilty and release and consider innocent those that were not guilty.  

In a country where the crime rate is quite high, the improving of the knowledge base at 

the practical and applicative level and the collaboration between science and law should be the 

main desideratum for those who govern, in order to create an optimal level of education for 

preventing the antisocial deeds, on the one hand, but also, on the other, to prosecute those who 

have infringed the norms of social cohabitation. 
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